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“Players will now be able to take their game to the next level by performing
more advanced and dynamic actions on the pitch,” says Harvey Yu, FIFA chief
technology officer. “With FIFA 22 we’re giving our players more power to
showcase their complete game." The new technology allows for greater
flexibility and authenticity in every move on the pitch. Players will be able to
change the direction of their ball control after a successful dribble, retain
possession by jamming the pass button on the right stick during a fast pass or
send a long ball across the pitch by tapping on the right analog stick. Players
will even have the option to set up their teammates by changing the
movement patterns of their passes in the training mode. Players can also set
the preferred direction of an intended pass with an analog stick, and have the
ability to change the direction of a pass depending on the strength of the pass.
During gameplay, players will notice more realistic player models, designed to
resemble the real athletes. Players will be more fluid and jump high when
tackling an opponent or making a blind cross; and more importantly, they will
dribble with greater speed and create more exaggerated moves than in FIFA
21. FIFA 22 will also boast improved animation and more natural player
models. With the new animation system, running will be more realistic,
running speed and turning will feel more natural and cuts will look more
dramatic. Matchday players will be able to use their own or your own players’
animation models by simply assigning them to the player with the correct
animation model. FIFA 22 features greatly improved goalkeepers AI. They will
be able to make 360-degree saves, anticipate short passes and read the
goalkeeper to make more advanced actions to make saves. Improvements
include recognizing and reacting to weak cross balls, sudden changes in
pressure and shots coming from unexpected angles. And goalkeeper saves will
no longer go through the keeper without contacting the ball or completely
missing the shot, which created some unrealistic gameplay. FIFA 22’s one-onone mode and all-new create-a-player feature will allow players to become
legends of the game. Using that mode, players can customize their player’s
appearance, animations and playing style, or create players from scratch for
the game. The new create-a-player experience in FIFA 22 will offer game
modes more focused on individual leagues, as well as set up matches in
popular modes. FIFA 22 will also feature
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Features Key:
Career Mode – Live out your dreams as both a manager and a player in FIFA 22.
FIFA Ultimate Team – Build the ultimate FUT squad - every situation, every game, every
player matters.
FIFA ball juggling – Feel the force of Barca.
Fast paced gameplay – Rebuilt from the ground up to deliver a hyper-fast, realistic football
experience that matches the pace and style of the real world.
Improved human intelligence – Every player on the pitch, on the court, and on the pitch has
been upgraded with state-of-the art artificial intelligence, allowing them to react, anticipate
and adapt, making them truly the most authentic heroes in videogame history.
Enhanced controls – You control your team and perform spectacular overhead kicks, back
heel passes and headers.
New Visuals – A new engine delivers photorealistic visuals in stadiums and the pitch, as well
as improved lighting and improved material quality. With player and opponent animation
reflecting the performance of these master athletes you can see it in the players’ sweat, see
and feel the kind of speed you need to be at to win – and to go down.
Single player Ultimate League mode – Battle against more than 200 players from nearly
every club in the world of football. More clubs coming soon. With Dynamic Tactics, change
every aspect of your team in real time, and see what your tactics produce against a
completely randomised deck of cards.
Improved Zones – Tackle, dribble, give and receive, and negotiate skillful man-on-man
challenges to beat physical defense alone.
New stadiums – Visit iconic stadiums from leagues around the world. They’re brought to life
with authentic playing surfaces, unique atmospheres and incredible performances. Also, for
the first time in the storied history of the acclaimed ‘Soccer’ franchise, the game includes
authentic music and chants of the players before kick-off.
Striker animations – Every athlete on the pitch has been scanned and rebuilt to give them a
dynamic, intertwined muscle and bone structure, creating the most detailed player model to
date.
99 Legends – Add a whole new depth of experience and options to the unique ‘Legends’
feature.
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